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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: March 30, 2019
Ace & Arospec Fashion

7 attendees
 Respect guidelines (available here)
 Introductions: Names and some pronouns shared

 Being attracted to ace pride flag colours (purple, black, grey and white) on clothing and 
accessories-- looking at them in stores even if you don't buy them

 deliberately dressing in a non-sexal way
◦ account of dressing in the most non-sexual way possible as a teen
◦ accounts of standing out socially for being too non-sexual
◦ accounts of feeling pressured to dress “sexy”

▪ especially gendered dimensions...
 Dressing in ways that are very covered up for a vareity of reasons, including body image 

and gender dysphoria, cultural background, etc.
◦ going for particular silhouette for gender-related reasons (e.g., oversized tops and 

small pants, minimizing/flattening chest, etc.)

 stereotypes of asexuals being conservatively dressed, frumpy, “prudish” etc.
 accounts of not realising social codes and expectations/norms around dress, social 

awkwardness, etc.
◦ e.g., “don't look at my skin, that's mine!”

 Coming out as ace and being faced with reactions like, “but you dress nicely!” “but you're 
really cute! Why do you even bother?”

 When people dress how they would like (and that might include tighter-fitting clothing or 
showing more skin, etc.), society takes that as being for others, as an attempt to be 
attractive for others or to signal sexual or romantic availability, etc.
◦ shouldn't be like that for anyone! (nobody's clothing / style should even be used as an 

excuse for unwanted attention/harassment)

 discussion of deliberately dressing in a way designed to repel people (i.e., trying to be 
“repulsive” to the subset of people who would be attracted to a body especially 
over/instead of a personality)

 people are expected to have shame about their bodies
◦ comfort with one's body is often tied to sexual expression (e.g., comfort with body 

equated with sexual expressiveness)
◦ not dressing in a sexually expressive way-- equated with being uncomfortable with 

own body 
 account of being asexual being tied to having a lot of comfort with own body

◦ less compelled to feel shame about body or how sexual it might seem to other people 
because of not personally having sexual feelings, etc.

 ace dressing deliberately “non-conservatively”
 aceness or arospecness letting people separate appearance from interpersonal activity

◦ way to opt out of / freeing from standards f conventional attractiveness and “signals” 
of availability

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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 Everyday clothing choices
◦ determined by practical aspects of job and personal comfort
◦ don't wear stuff to work that will set self on fire!

 Clothing choices determined by gender factors and body dysphoria and perceptions of 
others re: gender
◦ trying to hide shape of conventionally socially gendered physical body
◦ maybe avoid clothes/accessories that might be fun but which are gendered in 

particular ways and will prompt misgendering reactions from others that can be 
difficult to deal with

 growing up with gendered expectations around clothing
◦ e.g., “girls wear clothes that fit and show the shape of their bodies vs. boys wear 

clothes that don't”
 Other aspects of LGBTQ+ identities and clothing / ways of presenting self

◦ eg., “straight (women's) plaid” vs. “queer (women's) plaid”
▪ more feminine versions of plaid (more fitted, thinner material, maybe some shiny 

thread or embellishments, maybe more conventaionally feminine colours, etc.)
 marketed at straight women (and not at femme queer / lesbian / bi women, 

though of course might be worn by queer femmes too)
▪ very context-dependent

 even straight women will wear straight-angled “masculine” plaid in more rural 
areas without raising any attention

 accounts of wearing what would be read as “queer” plaid / having queer self-
presentation with plaid in Toronto... in a rual southern US context not reading 
as queer or even gender-non-conforming, etc.

◦ e.g., plaid being perceived as a very masculine thing for masculine (read: 
heterosexual) men, so as a man, deliberately avoiding plaid to avoid that gender 
presentation

What are other ace symbols?
• Black ring (on right middle finger); ace colours
• being drawn to ace colours; being drawn to aro colours
• spades as a nice shape aesthetically!
• Patches and buttons on bags, etc., that have ace, arospec, trans, and other queer 

messages, etc.

Possibly other groups of people wearing black rings
• swingers wearing black rings on right hand-- ring finger (or thumb)

◦ started in 2013 by podcasters (souce; source)-- and they tell people not to wear them 
on the middle finger because that's an asexual thing
▪ ace community had black rings first and they recognise that

• back in 2005 when the black ace ring was first introduced, some of the conversations 
were about Wiccans wearing hematite rings
◦ black rings were more difficult to find and hematite was considered viable option

▪ figured unlikely to provoke violence from Wiccans by accidentally wearing a 
hematite ring

• brief mention of attempt a few years back to suggest aro white rings on left hand middle 
finger (don't think it really caught on) and not liking the symbolism of aromaticism being 
opposite of asexuality-- account of wearing the black ring as an aroace

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxaIYsrhDsA
https://swapfu.blogspot.com/p/black-ring-right-hand.html
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Getting excited when seeing people wearing the black ring (right middle finger) and either 
practical clothing or queer-coded clothing/hair

• complimenting people on their hair or patch, etc., as a way of communicating “hey I'm 
queer too” / solidarity in public spaces

people who often compliment people on their appearances (e.g., things that are choices, like 
clothing and accessories-- not people's bodies)

• as a woman, safer to compliment other women (so won't have to deal with the men who 
would invariably take it as a come-on and/or use that as an excuse for harassment)

• getting different reactions from other women after cutting hair (same actions with long-
hair vs. short hair-- because of slight change in gender presentation and assumptions re: 
straightness / queerness)

Wearing explicitly ace and aro indicators
• Being hesitant to wear ace / aro patches / pins, etc., because otherwise would pass as 

straight and fear of repercussions (especially at work)
◦ coming out first, so that people know, and the have ace stuff around on desk, etc.

• vs. not having the option of being read as straight, so nothing to loose by making it clear 
what kind of queer and/or trans 

• navigating people's reactions to explicit ace and aro stuff
◦ different when you'll be read as queer no matter what
◦ maybe have less confrontational / more toned down messaging for some contexts, 

like work 
• being hesitant to wear these things at work (UofT science lab) because it's not a safe 

space and fear the impact for job and career advancement or future job 
recommendations, but also not wanting to hide self

• rainbow and trans turtles from a different university! (yay turtles!)

Being ace and/or arospec
• does it give people more freedom to experiment with clothing in gendered ways?
• Are people less constrained because they're not trying to find (or keep) a romantic or 

sexual partner? (not necessarily)
• more freedom to experiment with clothing / gender presentation not necessarily tied to 

asexuality or aromanticism directly but indirectly
◦ e.g., coming to LGBTQ+ communities and ideas via asexuality, and from there, having

the space to explore and question things like gender presentation and gender identity
▪ finding the freedom to go outside gender norms as a cis woman-- even something 

as simple as buying clothes from the “men's” side of the store (and maybe 
question whether one is a cis woman at all...)

Influence of parents' on clothing / style choices
• girls growing up with parents who wear all sorts of clothes

◦ e.g., mothers who wore mix of baggy “men's” clothing and conventionally feminine 
“women's” clothing so not necessarily having any restrictions around what clothing 
was “for me”

Are “men's” or “women's” clothes sturdier / which last longer?
• Men's clothes are often made of thicker / sturdier fabrics and have more / larger pockets
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• cis men wearing “women's” pants because they fit better
• cis women and assigned-female non-binary folks learning how to wear “men's” pants 

while having hips
• 3 proposed genders / dimensions of clothing / pants that would work for all genders of 

people: hips (yes/no); butts (yes/no); tall (yes/no)
◦ pants can come in different widths, shapes and lengths (and that could happen 

regardless of gender... but they don't usually make clothes that way, except for 
expensive specialty shops)
▪ suggestion that pants should come in bits and you just pick and assemble your 

parts!
▪ Actual fancy jeans store that makes jeans to fit & custom tailoring an option (for 

people with lots of money)
▪ reason why lots of trans folks learn to sew...

Based on the perceptions of an alien observing gendered norms of clothing, they might 
conclude that the women are more tolerant to cold (more skin exposed, etc.-- arms, legs, etc.)

• stereotypes of the opposite-- that women are more sensitive to cold
◦ to what degree is this supported / biological evidence

▪ normative office temperature designed for young men, though offices often 
populated by older women (who are often cold with the standard temperatures)
• but also... menopause and hot flashes
• and also, lots of variability

▪ average “female body” size is smaller than average “male body” size, and larger 
bodies are generally more resistant to the cold
• children more vulnerable to cold; small animals more vulnerable to cold
• surface-area / volume ratio

▪ discussion about how being fat is not an “insulator” and doesn't make people 
automatically tolerant to the cold!

▪ sharing experiences of starting T (as someone assigned-female-at-birth) and 
finding more tolerance to cold

▪ sharing stuff trans women have said after starting t-blockers and estrogen, and 
being more sensitive to cold

▪ medical reasons people might be sensitive to cold (e.g., hypothyroidism-- more 
common among cis women than cis men)

wearing what you want, whether or not it's convetionally attractive 
• sometimes confidence = being able to think / say “scew you / your expectations, this is 

me!”
• layers are fashionable! (whether anyone else still thinks so...)

Discussion of ace wyrms (snake-like type of dragons-- ace dragons are a thing...)-- geek chic!
Good pink shoelaces!

Discussion of resistance from parents vs. wearing mother's “men's” clothes
• being told by the mother who typically wore “men's” shirts that it's only okay to wear 

“men's shirts” and not “men's pants” because “you have girl legs!”
• having a wider build = excuse for shopping at “men's” section
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• men's shoe sizes continue from children's shoe sizes, while women's shoe sizes are 
smaller/narrower

• inability to find high heeled shoes with wheels (wouldn't it be difficult to use wheeled 
shoes that were high heels? Might need training wheels to learn!)

Ace & Arospec things tied together for some people but not others 

• Dressing to not attract someone sexually or romantically
• when going out on a date, how to dress to communicate not being sexually available

◦ Lots of signals re: dating that aren't just about clothing
◦ discussion of flirting and subtle social cues

• discussion of having fun flirting with friends (where it's clear that the flirting is not 
intended to lead to anything sexual or romantic, and everyone knows that)
◦ not needing to have a footnote (or business card) to clarify the situation

▪ account of someone knowing someone who actually had business cards 
explaining the foodnote (e.g., I'm not hitting you...)

Does anyone like fashion?
• Account of looking at various styles and liking them and trying to do them all at once!

◦ e.g., trying to be the most femme and the most mac. simultaneously
• wearing different clothing at work vs. going out socially with friends
• perceptions of clothing

◦ e.g., while dressed in a suit as a man, small-talk is perceived as a “come-on”

Discussion of complimenting people and being misread as coming onto them
• e.g., “cool hair”
• how have attempts to compliment people been perceived?
• Discussion of when to compliment people (to make sure to avoid putting people in a 

situation where they're forced to interact with you)
◦ e.g., when passing on a subway / leaving the train (when it's clear it's not an attempt 

to initiate anything because there's no continued contact and when it's not going to 
put anyone in an awkward position) vs. while waiting at a bus (when someone is stuck
there and might feel like they have to talk to someone, etc.)

• Social anxiety around talking to strangers in public 
• complimenting people while working in customer service (it's a brief interaction and then 

they're gone-- it's over very quickly)
◦ good for practicing complimenting people while having lots of social anxiety

• compliments when it's clear there are no ulterior motives are often appreciated
• in an ideal world it would be possible to compliment people of all genders equally

◦ but safety concerns for women and non-binary folks to be complimenting men
▪ worried that men will think they're hitting on them (because that has happened so 

often)
• complimenting people as signaling acknowledgment of being not straight
• important that the compliments focus on things that are a choice (like hair and 

accessories) and not on bodies
• even general things like calling people “cute” can make people very uncomfortable
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Discussion about being aro and what that means
• sharing experiences of being kissing-repulsed and maybe wanting a (partnership-type) 

relationship but not necessarily a romantic one
• possibilities of intimacy that aren't romantic

◦ things like cooking together (which can be done in or out of a romantic context)
• What does romance look like without the sexual aspects?

◦ Account of romantic relationship that involved going on dates, cooking together, how 
they thought about their relationship (e.g., as romantic)

• Discussion of very close QP relationships (non-romantic)

Discussion of romantic and other close relationships
• Can talk to people to decide what the relationship will involve and how to think about it 

and what to call it, etc.
• what is typically meant by “romantic relationship” is not necessarily what someone wants 

in a romantic relationship
• there isn't necessarily any specific things that are inherently romantic (or non-romantic)

What are ways to signal romantic interest in someone?
• e.g., touch is a way of signalling romantic interest in someone (e.g., touching someone 

on the arm, etc.)
◦ but if you can't do that, then don't have a way to signal romantic interest (other than 

actually stating it outright, which doesn't necessarily go over very well)
• idea of different “love languages” (e.g., different ways of expressing affection-- touch, 

service, gifts, affirming words, quality time) and difficulties about what various actions 
mean to different people

• Importance of communication
• saying things directly with words, being upfront

◦ e.g., saying “Hi, I'm interested in you, would you like to go on a date?”
• but also, saying things directly like that can make it difficult / awkward for people to 

say no
• there are also some things you can't say directly without them meaning something 

else by convention
◦ e.g., saying “I like you and I'd like to get to know you better” often is presumed to 

be hitting on someone (romantic and/or sexual interest)
◦ But, it can be possible to say stuff like that if people are clear that you're asexual 

and/or aromantic and know that there aren't any romantic or sexual intentions / 
motives

Difficulties dating as an ace person (and possibly also an aro person-- some aro people also 
date)

• e.g., “I'm possibly interested in going on a date with you but here are these 7 caveats we 
need to discuss first...”

• some people assume that all aces don't date
◦ some aces certainly date and want to date / have romantic relationships!

• Navigating romantic relationships as an ace person may involve more talking upfront

Wish people would stop saying stuff like “It's so sad you're going to die alone!”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Five_Love_Languages
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Trying to say stuff without being misunderstood
• e.g., agreeing to “go out” with someone and understanding this literally, but other person 

understanding this to mean something else
• lack of directness and misinterpretations

◦ especially in the context of neurodivergence, and especially for autistic folks
◦ e.g., when someone is reading subtext into an interaction and you only meant the text

part...
◦ there is typically subtext involved in flirting (possibly multiple levels, especially when 

the flirting is just “for fun” / an ego boost)

Trying to look up “asexual hairstyles” on the internet and finding things that are clearly meant to 
be “unisex” hairstyles, possibly badly translated into using the word “asexual”

How do you flag that you're asexual with your hair and clothes?
• Ace ring; pins and patches that communicate this?
• Only wear clothes made out of an ace pride flag

Find it fun to try to find ways of flagging asexuality and general queerness in clothing / pins / 
patches, etc.

• vs. afraid of being too out
◦ stealth ace (and other pride) gear (e.g., a bird keychain in ace colours, etc.)

• being out no matter what
◦ people's homophobic reactions sometimes, e.g., on the subway
◦ being staired at and not wanting to be asked questions

▪ people don't usually ask questions of strangers, even if they stair (though they do 
sometimes)
• can have pre-prepared ways of saying you don't want to talk about it or to 

answer in very brief / vague terms, etc.

Idea of shirts made out of candy! (e.g., the way they have candy jewelry)
• Wouldn't be practical to wear to pride (sweaty and water-pistols-- it would get really sticky

and melt)
• idea of mesh shirt with colourful wrapped candy clipped to it!

[making sure to avoid fascist hairstyles / hairstyles that have been claimed by fascists?
• What does that look like?
• Carve “gay rights” or other messages of solidarity with various groups into the buzzed 

part?]


